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ABSTRACT: The bacteria belonging to the genus Shewanella are facultative anaerobes that utilize a variety
of terminal electron acceptors which includes soluble and insoluble metal oxides. The tetraheme c-type
cytochrome isolated during anaerobic growth of Shewanella frigidimarina NCIMB400 (Sfc) contains 86
residues and is involved in the Fe(III) reduction pathways. Although the functional properties of Sfc redox
centers are quite well described, no structures are available for this protein. In this work, we report the
solution structure of the reduced form of Sfc. The overall fold is completely different from those of the
tetraheme cytochromes c3 and instead has similarities with the tetraheme cytochrome recently isolated
from Shewanella oneidensis (Soc). Comparison of the tetraheme cytochromes from Shewanella shows a
considerable diversity in their primary structure and heme reduction potentials, yet they have highly
conserved heme geometry, as is the case for the family of tetraheme cytochromes isolated from
DesulfoVibrio spp.

Bacterial tetraheme c-type cytochromes were first discov-
ered in DesulfoVibrio spp. (1, 2). These proteins have
approximately 30 amino acids per heme, and each cofactor
has bishistidinyl axial coordination and is therefore low-spin
in the oxidized and reduced forms.

Several structures of tetraheme cytochromes isolated from
DesulfoVibrio spp. (Dc3, hereafter) have been determined
either by X-ray crystallography or by NMR and show that
the heme groups are arranged in very close proximity in a
roughly circular fashion (for a review, see ref 3).

More recently, the bacterial genome sequence of Geo-
bacter sulfurreducens and Shewanella oneidensis revealed

that soluble small multiheme proteins are not exclusive to
the DesulfoVibrio genus (4-7). Moreover, cytochromes
containing three or four heme groups have been identified
in bacteria that have the ability to reduce metal oxides (most
of them located in the cellular exterior) which suggests an
important role for these small proteins in transferring
electrons from the cytoplasm to the outer membrane and/or
to be used as alternative devices to assist in the energy
transduction process (8, 9).

Gene disruption experiments have shown that PpcA (a
triheme cytochrome containing 71 amino acids from G.
sulfurreducens) and Sfc1 (a small tetraheme cytochrome with
86 residues from Shewanella frigidimarina) are both involved
in metabolic pathways leading to the reduction of Fe(III)
(6, 10).

Structural data reported for PpcA and its homologue
cytochrome c7 isolated from Desulfuromonas acetoxidans
showed that both proteins share structural homologies with
Dc3 (11-13). Indeed, the arrangement of the three hemes is
closely similar to the heme core of tetraheme cytochromes
c3 isolated from the Desulfovibrionacea family but with heme
II deleted together with the region of polypeptide responsible
for its binding.
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The periplasmic tetraheme cytochrome produced by the
bacteria S. frigidimarina (Sfc) is even smaller than Dc3. It
contains only approximately 20 amino acid residues per heme
group and is the smallest tetraheme cytochrome described
to date. Sequence analysis of this cytochrome showed that
the heme binding motifs are different from those of Dc3 (14).

Little structural information is available for Sfc, and only
a preliminary model determined with a limited number of
distance constraints was used to predict the heme arrange-
ment in solution (14). However, it was possible to show that
in Sfc the heme groups have a linear arrangement instead of
the circular one found in Dc3. A similar disposition of hemes
has been found only in the N-terminal cytochrome domain
of a flavocytochrome c3 (Sffcc3) isolated from the same
bacterium (15, 16) and in a small tetraheme cytochrome
isolated from S. oneidensis (Soc) (17).

Harada and co-workers (18) determined the heme redox
potentials for Soc and the order in which the hemes become
oxidized. The thermodynamic properties of the Sfc redox
centers were also determined (19), showing that the cofactors
are not structurally or functionally equivalent, with negative
and different reduction potentials. As with Dc3, the reduction
potentials of the hemes in Sfc are modulated by redox
interactions between the four hemes and by redox-Bohr
interactions between the hemes and a protonatable center.

Most importantly, the thermodynamic properties of Soc
and Sfc are quite different. Significant differences were also
observed for Dc3 isolated from different species. In fact, from
eight different Dc3 forms, only two very closely related ones
exhibited the same order of oxidation of the heme groups
(3, 20). The wide variations in the sequences and properties
of these multiheme proteins make the high degree of
conservation of the heme geometry still more surprising.

To rationalize the thermodynamic parameters of Sfc and
to establish how closely the heme geometry is conserved
between Sfc and Soc, it is necessary to obtain more detailed
structural information. Attempts to crystallize Sfc were
unsuccessful, and in this study, we report the solution
structure of the reduced form of Sfc and the structural basis
for the network of cooperativities observed in this protein
are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial Growth and Protein Purification. S. frigidima-
rina cells were grown, and the tetraheme cytochrome was
purified as previously described (6).

NMR Sample Preparation. For NMR experiments in H2O,
the protein was lyophilized from H2O and suspended in a
92% H2O/8% 2H2O mixture to a final concentration of
approximately 3 mM. For NMR experiments in 2H2O, the
protein was lyophilized several times from 2H2O and then
dissolved in 2H2O (99.96%) to a final concentration of
approximately 3 mM. The pH was adjusted to 6.1 in an
anaerobic chamber (Mbraun MB 150 I) by addition of 0.1
M NaO2H or 2HCl for 2H2O samples and 0.1 M NaOH or
HCl for H2O samples. The pH values measured are direct
meter readings without correction for isotope effects (21).
Complete reduction of the samples was achieved by the
reaction with hydrogen gas in the presence of catalytic
amounts of hydrogenase isolated from DesulfoVibrio gigas
and DesulfoVibrio Vulgaris. An antibiotic cocktail (70 µM

ampicillin, 50 µM kanamycin, and 50 µM chloramphenicol)
was added to the sample in H2O to prevent bacterial growth.

NMR Spectroscopy. All 1H NMR spectra were obtained
on a Bruker DRX-500 spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm
inverse detection probe head with an internal B0 gradient
coil and a Eurotherm 818 temperature control unit. All two-
dimensional (2D) NMR spectra were acquired at 303 K.
Acquisition was made in the phase sensitive mode by the
States-TPPI method (22) collecting 4096 (t2) × 1024 (t1)
data points to cover a sweep width of 8 kHz, with 32 scans
per increment. NOESY spectra (23, 24) were recorded with
mixing times of 40, 60, 80, and 100 ms. NOESY spectra of
the 2H2O samples were recorded with standard pulse
sequences with continuous low-power water presaturation
during the relaxation delay and the mixing time. NOESY
spectra of the H2O sample were recorded with presaturation
of the water resonance by a composite 180° inversion pulse
followed by a SCUBA sequence to facilitate recovery of
potentially saturated R protons (25). Total correlation spectra
were acquired using the clean TOCSY pulse sequence (26-28)
with spin-lock times of 40 and 60 ms. DQF-COSY spectra
were also acquired (29, 30). Data were processed using
XWIN-NMR (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). Proton chemi-
cal shifts were calibrated using the water signal as an internal
reference.

Assignment and Integration. XEASY (version 1.2; ETH,
Zurich, Switzerland) (31) was used to display and annotate
spectra. Amino acid residue assignment was performed using
the classical approach described by Wüthrich (32). Examina-
tion of TOCSY and COSY spectra in H2O and 2H2O allowed
spin system identification. Further analysis of the NOESY
spectra and identification of HN-HN, HN-HR, and HN-H�

connectivities between different spin systems allowed the
sequential assignment. Stereospecific assignments were
obtained in the process of structure calculation with the aid
of GLOMSA (33). The assigned NOESY cross-peaks were
integrated and converted into volume restraints with SPARKY
(34). All NOEs were measured in the 80 ms NOESY spectra
at 303 K and pH 6.1. Cross-peaks due to protons separated
by fixed distances and all intraheme cross-peaks, except those
involving the propionate groups, were excluded. Integration
was performed by Gaussian and Lorentzian function fitting
for isolated peaks and with sum data heights in a box or
ellipse surrounding the peak for more overlapped peaks. The
baseline around each individual peak was determined and
used to correct the measured volume.

Determination of Restraints. Signals from HR protons close
to the H2O frequency, whenever possible, were taken from
the 2H2O spectra only, except for HN-HR cross-peaks. NOE
cross-peaks involving nonexchangeable protons were inte-
grated both in H2O and in 2H2O spectra. These calculated
volumes were also used to obtain an overall scaling factor
relating the spectra (35); the volumes were then combined
into a single data set. The smallest recognizable peaks in
the H2O spectra were used to assess the minimum uncertainty
volume (δV) for input in INDYANA (36) for structure
calculation. The program generates upper limit volumes (upv)
as 〈V〉 + max(∆V,δV) and lower limit volumes (lov) as 〈V〉
- δV, where 〈V〉 and ∆V are the average and difference of
volumes for each pair of symmetrical cross-peaks, respec-
tively. For overlapping peaks involving protons not separated
by a fixed distance, upper volume limits (lower distance
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constraints) were applied to each possible proton pair. When
the structure was calculated, some of the potentially overlap-
ping peaks were specifically assigned as the various pos-
sibilities were eliminated by reference to the structure. Hence,
a lower limit could also be applied. For the degenerate Hδ

and Hε ring protons of fast-flipping residues, it is often
possible to identify which side of the ring is involved because
of the large distance between them. In the preliminary stages
of structure calculation, all cross-peaks from degenerate ring
protons are treated as nonspecific, with the exception of one
chosen to distinguish the two sides of the ring. During
structure refinement, individual NOEs were assigned specif-
ically as in the case of nondegenerate protons, with the aid
of GLOMSA.

Additional Restraints. Three nonstandard residues were
used for structure calculations: fast-flipping aromatic residues
with pseudoatoms to limit the orientations of the planes
(35, 37, 38), flexible heme groups, and proline residues with
fixed upper limit distances for ring closure (35, 36, 39). In
the final stages of structure refinement, the calculated
structures were checked for short (<2.5 Å) distances between
assigned protons that should give rise to significant NOEs.
Even if no peaks were visible at the predicted frequencies,
the volume was measured and used in further calculations.
In this way, a lower limit distance restraint defines a
minimum distance between protons if there is no NOE in
the spectra.

Structure Calculation and Analysis. Structure calculations
were performed using the extended version of DYANA (40),
called PARADYANA. This version of DYANA is modified
to accept peak volumes as input and pseudocontact shifts
for paramagnetic proteins. The functionality of the original
DYANA program remains, as well as the extensions
introduced in INDYANA (36) for the fully automatic
conversion of peak volumes into distance constraints.
CHIMERA (version 1.24) (41) was used for visual inter-
pretation with the preliminary structure calculations, as an
aid to assignment, during structure refinement. MOLMOL
(version 2.0) (42) was used for superimposition, visual
inspection, and calculation of mean structure and of root-
mean-square deviations from the mean structure. It was also
used for calculation of solvent accessible surfaces using a
radius of 1.4 Å for the H2O molecule. Stereochemical
analysis of the structures was performed with WHAT IF
(version 20030529-0952) (43). Identification and classifica-
tion of the consensus secondary structure elements in the
NMR structure ensemble, defined as those present in at least
50% of the structures, were accomplished with PROMOTIF
(version 2.0) (44).

Secondary structural shifts, which are dominated by the
effect of heme ring currents, were calculated for the structures
using TOTAL (45).

RESULTS

Sequential Assignment. Sequence-specific assignment was
straightforward, but no connectivities involving residue 1
were assigned, probably because of the high flexibility of
the N-terminus. Sequential connectivities among HN, HR, and
H� protons are shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information. All of the residues, with exception of prolines
(residues 24, 51, 64, and 73), show at least one of the

sequential connectivities between its HN proton and the HN,
HR, or H� proton of the preceding residue. For the proline
residues, connectivities were obtained at least between the
Hδ protons of the prolines and the HR or H� proton of the
preceding residue.

In total, 86% of all protons in the protein were assigned.
This corresponds to 92% of the protons after exclusion of
exchangeable protons other than the backbone HN proton.
The chemical shifts have been deposited in the BioMagRes-
Bank as entry 15765.

Restraints and Structure Calculations. Assigned cross-
peaks in the H2O and 2H2O NOESY spectra were integrated
and converted into volume restraints, resulting in 1153 lower
limits for volumes (lovs) and 1366 upper limits (upvs). These
were used as input for PARADYANA together with a set
of 88 fixed upper limit distances (associated with ring closure
in the flexible proline residues and heme groups, and the
attachment of His ligands) (35, 36, 39).

The preliminary structures were also analyzed using
GLOMSA (33) modified to take NOE volumes as input, and
29 stereospecific assignments were made for diastereotopic
pairs of protons or methyl groups. The effect of spin diffusion
introduces an uncertainty into the conversion of experimental
data to distance constraints. These effects were simulated
by complete relaxation matrix calculations based on the initial
protein structures, and accordingly, a parameter was set in
PARADYANA to loosen all distance restraints by 5%. An
average of 29 NOE restraints per amino acid residue (13
lovs and 16 upvs) and 126 per heme residue (58 lovs and
68 upvs) was used for the final calculation (Figure S2 of the
Supporting Information).

Quality Analysis of the Structures. The final family consists
of 20 structures with the target function increasing by 11%
from the first to the last. The structures superimpose with
an average backbone rmsd of 0.60 Å and a heavy atom rmsd
of 0.95 Å with respect to the mean structure; the values for
each residue are shown in Figure 1.

The Ramachandran plot shows 59% of the residues in the
most favored regions, 35% in the additionally allowed
regions, and 6% in the generously allowed regions. A total
of 90 hydrogen bonds were identified in the family of 20
structures with WHAT IF (using routine HBO), 35 of which

FIGURE 1: Average backbone and heavy atom rmsd values per
residue with respect to the mean structure of the family of 20
conformers obtained for Sfc.
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were present in at least 50% of the structures. The NMR
structure models presented in Figure 2 are, in general, well-
defined. Some amino acid side chains or heme ligand
propionate groups show a larger conformational variability
probably because of the reduction in the number of restraints
due to higher level of solvent exposure.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of the Sfc and Soc Structures. Sfc is folded
in a series of helices connected by extended loop regions;
there are no �-strands (Figure 3). Three R-helices are
established between residues Ala5 and Val10 (A), Ala29 and
Gln34 (B), and Cys58 and Cys61 (C), and there are three

additional 310-helical regions between residues Cys15 and
Asn17, Leu42 and Glu44, and Cys75 and Thr77. The four bis-
histidinyl heme groups are arranged in a linear fashion with
hemes I and II and hemes III and IV exhibiting a perpen-
dicular orientation of heme planes, whereas the planes of
the central hemes, II and III, are roughly parallel to each
other.

When the available sequences for Sfc and Soc are
compared, 27 residues are different, plus the five extra
residues at the C-terminus of Soc (Figure 4). Comparison of
the reduced NMR structures of Sfc with the X-ray structure
of Soc (17) reveals that the general folds of the proteins, as
well as the relative position of the four heme groups, are
similar (Figure 3 and Table 1). However, differences
are observed in the helical regions. The R-helices in Soc are
established between residues Leu5 and Ala10 (A), Ala29 and
His39 (B), and Ser85 and Leu89 (C), and there are 310-helical
regions between residues Leu42 and Glu44, Lys50 and His52,
and Cys58 and Asp60 (Figure 4). The first two R-helices are
formed in the same region of the two proteins. However,
R-helix B in Soc is five residues longer, and Soc R-helix C
is formed at the C-terminal end of the protein and involves
three of the five extra residues which are not present in Sfc.
In Sfc, R-helix C is established between the two Cys residues
that form the heme III binding motif. Both proteins have
three 310-helical regions, but only that involving residues
Leu42-Glu44 is conserved.

The heme spatial disposition in Sfc and Soc is highly
conserved with average iron-iron distances differing by less
than 6% between the structures (Table 1). However, impor-
tant differences were detected in the orientation of the rings
of the axial heme ligands and the dihedral angles formed
between them. Indeed, with the exception of heme II, where
the angles are similar, at least one His axial ligand of each
heme has a different orientation in Sfc and Soc. This is the
case for His67 (heme I), His64 (heme III), and both His52

and His79 in heme IV. These differences are likely to affect
the redox properties of the heme groups and the rates of
heme-heme electron transfer (see below).

Comparison of Sfc and the N-Terminal Domain of FlaV-
ocytochrome c3 Structures. Sequence comparison of Sfc and
the N-terminal domain of flavocytochrome c3, an enzyme
with fumarate reductase activity (42% identical), also isolated
from S. frigidimarina (Sffcc3) showed that the heme binding
motifs (CXXCH) and the sixth heme axial ligands are strictly
conserved (Figure 4). The X-ray structure of Sffcc3 was
determined (15), and comparison with the Sfc structure shows
remarkably similar distances among hemes I, II, and III, with
differences of <2%. However, whereas the polypeptide chain
traces of Sfc and Sffcc3 are similar from the N-terminus up
to Ala67, the C-terminal region of Sfc is unlike that of Sffcc3

because of the interaction with the FAD binding domain,
which results in a nearly 60° angle difference between the
heme IV planes of the two proteins, and differences of up
to 29% are observed for distances to heme IV.

In view of the differences in thermodynamic properties
of Sfc and Soc that exist despite the close similarity in their
structures, it would be unwise to use these properties to
model the behavior of the N-terminal domain of Sffcc3 with
its much larger structural differences. Indeed, the order of
oxidization of the hemes in Sffcc3 has been determined (46)
and shows no correlation with that of Sfc (14).

FIGURE 2: Overlay of the 20 lowest-energy NMR structures of S.
frigidimarina tetraheme cytochrome at pH 6.1. Superimposition was
performed using all the heavy atoms. The peptide chain and the
hemes are color-coded gray and red, respectively. In this orientation,
the N-terminus is at the top left and hemes are disposed from left
to right in the following order: I, II, III, and IV. This figure was
produced using MOLMOL (42).

FIGURE 3: Comparison of the Sfc (red) and Soc (blue) structures.
The lowest-energy NMR structure of Sfc is superimposed on the
X-ray structure of Soc. This figure was generated using MOLMOL
(42).
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Structural Basis for the Electrostatic Origin of the Sfc
Redox Interactions. The thermodynamic properties of the
hemes in Sfc, including the reduction potentials and
heme-redox (heme-heme) interactions, have been deter-
mined (19). The values obtained for the heme-redox
interactions suggest that they are dominated by electrostatic
effects, rather than conformational changes between redox
stages. Indeed, the redox interactions between the heme
groups are all positive such that the oxidation of a particular
heme makes the oxidation of its neighbors more difficult
(negative homocooperativity). On the other hand, the redox
interactions with the redox-Bohr center are all negative; i.e.,
the oxidation of the hemes facilitates deprotonation of the
redox center and vice versa (positive heterocooperativity).
The correlation obtained for the distance and the redox
interactions between pairs of hemes (Figure 5) further
supports the electrostatic origin of the redox interactions. The
correlation between the redox interaction values obtained for
Soc by Harada and co-workers (18) and the Fe-Fe distances
taken from the Soc X-ray structure (17) is not so clearly
electrostatic in origin (Figure 5). However, it should be noted
that in Soc analysis the redox-Bohr interactions were not
separated from heme-heme interactions.

Structural Mapping of the Heme Reduction Potentials. As
described above, heme-redox interactions modulate the
reduction potentials of the heme groups during the oxidation
of the protein such that the order of oxidation is not

necessarily the same as the order of potentials in the fully
reduced protein. The order in which the hemes are oxidized
is different in Sfc and Soc: it is IV-II-I-III for Sfc (19)
and I-II-(III,IV) for Soc (18). Of the 27 residues where
the two proteins differ, 11 residues involve charge alteration:
residues 3, 23, 26, 33, 47, 68, 71, and 86 are potentially
charged in Sfc and are not charged in Soc, whereas residues
4, 20, and 41 become charged in Soc. Additionally, Soc has
also two extra positive residues at the C-terminus (Figure
4). Overall, compared with Soc, Sfc has four extra negatively
charged residues and three fewer positively charged. The
substitutions are not localized in any particular region of the
protein, and most of them occur at protein surface; however,
the protein is small, and the more negatively charged protein
surface in Sfc might contribute to the differences observed
in the heme reduction potentials.

The midpoint reduction potentials of Sfc at pH 7 are -215,
-190, -175, and -125 mV for hemes IV, II, I, and III,

FIGURE 4: Sequence alignment of tetraheme cytochromes from S. frigidimarina (Sfc) and S. oneidensis (Soc) and S. frigidimarina
flavocytochrome c3 (Sffcc3). Large and small coils denote R-helices and 310-helices, respectively. The nonconserved residues between the
Sfc and Soc proteins are highlighted in black. The cysteines and histidines that bind to the hemes are highlighted in gray, and Roman
numbers (I-IV) refer to the sixth heme axial ligand. The conserved residues between Sfc and Sffcc3 are underlined in the latter sequence.

Table 1: Average Iron-Iron Distances (angstroms) in the NMR (Sfc)
and X-ray (Soc) Reduced Structuresa

heme I heme II heme III

heme II Sfc 12.8 (0.03)
Soc 12.0
Sffcc3 12.5

heme III Sfc 17.2 (0.07) 9.6 (0.1)
Soc 16.3 9.2
Sffcc3 17.3 9.5

heme IV Sfc 23.2 (0.11) 20.0 (0.08) 11.0 (0.03)
Soc 23.1 19.9 11.2
Sffcc3 29.8 25 15.6

a Values in parentheses correspond to the standard deviation for the
family of 20 NMR conformers. The iron-iron distances of the highly
homologous N-terminal domain of flavocytochrome c3 (Sffcc3) are also
given for comparison.

FIGURE 5: Distance dependence of the pairwise interaction energies
between the iron centers (Iij, interaction between hemes i and j; i
and j ) 1-4; i > j). The black circles indicate the correlations
obtained for Sfc. Triangles correlate the pairwise interaction values
obtained by Harada and co-workers (18) for Soc and distances taken
from the Soc crystal structure (16). The solid line was obtained
with an exponentially decaying Coulomb interaction considering
an effective dielectric constant of 8.6 (0.6) and Debye length of
7.7 (0.3) Å, as previously reported (19).

A Novel Conserved Tetraheme Motif Biochemistry, Vol. 47, No. 46, 2008 11977



respectively (19). The reduction potential of heme III is
clearly the least negative, so it dominates the last oxidation
step of Sfc. Assuming that there is little change in conforma-
tion between the reduced and oxidized forms, this correlates
well with the fact that heme III is by far the least solvent-
exposed (345, 305, 196, and 385 Å2 for hemes I, II, III, and
IV, respectively). Heme III also has the lowest level of
solvent exposure in Soc, but its reduction potential in the
last step of oxidation is more negative (-186 mV) than in
Sfc and similar to that of heme IV (18).

The higher reduction potential of heme III in Sfc in
comparison with that of Soc may be influenced by the
replacement of residue Asn55 in Soc with the hydrophobic
residue (Leu55) in Sfc. This residue forces the side chain of
the conserved residue Leu56 to orient toward heme III,
creating a more hydrophobic environment (Figure 6).

Another important change between the two proteins is
observed in the side chain orientation of conserved residue
Lys72. This residue in the reduced Soc protein is hydrogen
bonded to propionate group P17 of heme II (P17

II), whereas
the side chain of Lys72 in Sfc is reoriented toward propionate
P13 of heme III (P13

III) (Figure 7). Placing a positive charge
close to heme III of Sfc helps to stabilize the reduced form
of this heme and thus contributes to the high reduction
potential of heme III in Sfc.

The solvent exposure of the remaining heme groups is
similar and much greater than that of heme III. Since the
reduction potentials of hemes I, II, and IV differ by less than
40 mV in both Sfc and Soc, a variety of subtle effects could
easily be as important as the solvent effect. One possible

effect is the geometry of the dihedral angle of the His rings
and the heme porphyrin planes. Indeed, studies carried out
in several cytochromes showed that changes in the angle
formed between the His ring planes and those of the heme
porphyrin may account for changes of up to 30 mV in the
heme redox potentials (39, 47-49).

Structural Mapping of the Redox-Bohr Center. Previous
studies showed the individual reduction potentials of the
heme groups (microscopic potentials) in Sfc are pH-depend-
ent, with heme III being by far the most affected. The redox-
Bohr interaction, i.e., the measure of the effect of the redox-
Bohr center deprotonation on the reduction potential of the
hemes, is -36 mV for heme III but -9, -11, and -4 mV
for hemes I, II, and IV, respectively (19), and the sign of
the interactions is that expected for an electrostatic effect
between an electron and a proton.

Thus, the ionizable center responsible for the redox-Bohr
effect in Sfc is close to heme III and may well be a propionate
group of that heme. In the case of Soc, it was suggested that
the redox-Bohr center should be located close to heme II
since Lys72 is hydrogen bonded to propionate group P17

II in
the reduced form (Figure 7). It is interesting to note that the
conserved residue Lys72 adopts a completely different
orientation in Sfc. Indeed, in the reduced structure of Sfc,
the NZ protons of Lys72 are oriented toward heme III and
therefore are pointing away from P17

II (Figure 7).

FIGURE 6: Relative position of hemes III and IV and residues 55
and 56 for Sfc (best NMR structure) and Soc [X-ray structure (16)].
Hemes III and IV have the same orientations in both structures.

FIGURE 7: Relative position of hemes II and III and the conserved
positively charged residue Lys72 for Sfc (best NMR structure) and
Soc [X-ray structure (16)]. Hemes III and IV have the same
orientations in both structures.
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CONCLUSIONS

The structure of the reduced tetraheme cytochrome from
S. frigidimarina is the first solution structure of a multiheme
cytochrome isolated from Shewanella spp. The protein folds
in a series of helices with no �-strands present. The heme
groups are arranged in a linear fashion with hemes I and II
and hemes III and IV exhibiting a perpendicular orientation
of heme planes, whereas the planes of central hemes II and
III are nearly parallel to each other. The structure shows close
similarities with the X-ray structure determined for the
tetraheme cytochrome from S. oneidensis (17), with rear-
rangements of the side chains of two conserved residues
(Leu56 and Lys72) that influence the properties of the redox
centers in the two proteins.

Comparison of the structures suggests that the small
tetraheme cytochromes isolated from Shewanella spp. rep-
resent a new structural motif that is distinct from that of the
tetraheme cytochromes c3 from the Desulfovibrionacea
family (Dc3). A similar motif, with some rearrangement of
heme IV, is found in the N-terminal cytochrome domain of
a flavocytochrome c3 (Sffcc3) isolated from S. frigidimarina
(15, 16). The most remarkable feature of these motifs is that
the architecture of the heme core is highly conserved despite
a low degree of sequence homology. The purpose of this
conserved geometry is certainly not obvious because the
thermodynamic properties of the hemes, including homo-
and heterocooperativities as well as the reduction potentials,
differ substantially among Dc3 and are also variable within
the Shewanella spp. structural motif.

In the case of Dc3, which are thought to transport pairs of
electrons between the periplasmic hydrogenases and trans-
membrane electron transfer complexes, the geometry is likely
to be important for the efficient transfer of consecutive
electrons. Although Dc3 may be adapted to the specific
conditions of different organisms, their properties within the
electron transfer complexes are also likely to depend on those
of their partners. Understanding the diverse properties within
the new family of Shewanella tetraheme cytochromes will
probably also require a detailed study of their electron
transfer partners.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Two tables of restraints used for the structure calculation,
one figure with sequential NOE connectivities, and one figure
with the number of constraints per residue. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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